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In this paper we aim to investigate what role fiscal cycles played in the development of the Hungar-
ian state budget balances since the change of regime in 1989 until the parliamentary elections held in
2010. The literature has found that political budget cycles (PBC) are more typical in less developed
countries with a shorter period of experience with democratic institutions, like the post-socialist
transition economies. Nevertheless, empirical studies point out that this phenomenon has been dis-
appearing over time. By testing the six parliamentary elections in Hungary until 2010, we show that
discretional governmental actions of pork barrel spending were apparent more or less in almost each
election period, peaking in the last decade. The most typical form of the fiscal cycles in Hungary
proved to be social transfers to households including old-age benefits, family support or price subsi-
dies, but also public sector wages were subject to PBC. As a result, state budget balances were sig-
nificantly shaped by the cyclical movements of fiscal laxity and restrictions, resulting in strong fluc-
tuations in fiscal balances and an overall high budget deficits in the two decades under review.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Hungarian public finance sector has developed rather unfavorably since the
end of the Communist regime: amid rather strong volatility, general government
balances approximated an average 6% budget deficit in terms of GDP over the pe-
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from the new millennium it has been the welfare turnaround that threatened bud-
get positions. Financial indiscipline and massive indebtedness was generally typi-
cal of all Hungarian governments irrespective of their political affiliation. Never-
theless, cyclical evolution of the budget balance apparently was peaking around
years when parliamentary elections were held in Hungary. In the literature this
phenomenon is well known as political budget cycle (PBC) when incumbent poli-
ticians change economic policy so that they favor special groups of voters for the
sake of improving reelection prospects. The influential paper by Brender and
Drazen (2003) found that budget cycles are more typical in the less developed,
new democracies since voters in such countries do not have enough experience
with political incentives and manipulation. Within new democracies, the authors
confirmed an expenditure side cycle in the case of post-socialist transition coun-
tries. However, PBC gradually disappears over time. As electors learn how demo-
cratic institutions operate, politicians cannot manipulate them anymore and con-
sequently, PBC will vanish. Drazen (2001) showed some estimated four election
cycles are necessary for this so-called learning-by-doing process. This theory,
however, does not seem to be strengthened by the Hungarian pattern: PBC did not
vanish in the case of Hungary. Moreover, it strengthened throughout the 2000s
and was the strongest in 2002 and 2006. To explore this apparent contradiction,
the next section will briefly review the literature on PBC, followed by an analysis
of the evolution of state expenditures with special focus on election cycles.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. Traditional models of political business cycles
Two basic models serve as a pillar for political business cycle (PBC) theories. One
is the opportunistic (and free of ideology) model of Nordhaus (1975). The other is
the so-called partisan model established by Hibbs (1977). These basically say in
electoral periods incumbents who wish to maximize the possibility of remaining
in office in the short term, heat the economy up by using active economic policy
and cool it down afterwards by restrictions. As a result of the process, ex ante eco-
nomic performance strengthens and income grows, unemployment shrinks, thus
social contentment improves. After elections, incumbents tighten fiscal policy in
order to cool the economy down.
In Nordhaus’s model the economy is summarized by a non-stochastic, expecta-
tions-adjusted Phillips curve, describing the conventional negative inflation-out-
put trade-off. In his model households are rational in their preferences and igno-
rant of the macro-economic trade-off, while they have adaptive price expecta-










































tions. Furthermore, households are myopic – that is they rely on present economic
performance when making political decisions and also suffer from fiscal illusion
stemming from the vote of confidence they give to the winning party after the
elections. In a simplified version, the Nordhaus model predicts that public choice
creates political business cycles with a lower than optimal rate of unemployment
thus higher inflation levels prior to elections, and inversely, higher unemploy-
ment and lower price levels afterwards (Nordhaus 1975: 185). A key feature of
this theory comprises the government’s ability to affect real factors.
Nevertheless, several basic conditions of the Nordhaus model seem to be rather
simplified or less realistic. First, households cannot be considered to possess a ra-
tional attitude since being myopic and having adaptive expectations endow them
with features that enable policy makers to abuse electors systematically. As a re-
sult of the ex ante expansion, they reward politicians by voting for them and ig-
noring past experience (Alesina 1988: 15). A second criticism refers to that
Keynesian ability of the government to affect real factors by monetary instru-
ments. The neo-classical Lucas-critique and rational expectation theory decreased
the ground for the economic impact of state measures. Finally, Nordhaus fully ig-
nored the usual political motives of left- and right-wing parties and put his model
into an environment free of ideology.
The Hibbs model of partisan policymakers is similar to that of Nordhaus, how-
ever, here the partisan differences are the key driving forces. Thus policymakers
have different economic goals. That is, politicians’ attitudes to inflation and un-
employment are determined by their ideological status, as conservative parties
generally prefer lower inflation, while left-wing parties prefer lower unemploy-
ment (Hibbs 1977). Again, the major defect of Hibbs’ theory is the neglect of ra-
tional expectations. Alesina (1988) later filled this gap in his rational-partisan
model. He places the model into a formal framework as well, and describes inter-
actions between the two main parties by using game theory.
Empirical studies, however, show mixed results; statements of the traditional
models could not clearly be proved.2 Tests have made it evident that aggregate
economic conditions like per capita output or income growth do affect voting pat-
terns significantly. Experiences of quite a few countries show no strong increase
in aggregate economic activity prior to election, whilst an apparent post-electoral
rise in inflation can be identified (Drazen 2001: 83–85).
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2 See empirical tests on traditional models inter alia: McCallum (1978); Tufte (1978); Alt –
Chrystal (1981); Alesina – Sachs (1988); Lewis-Beck (1988); Alesina et al. (1989); Alesina –
Roubini (1992).
2.2. Second and third generations of PBC models
The ‘golden age’ of the traditional PBC models does not last long due to the lack
of demonstrative empirical evidence and exaggerated simplifications of condi-
tions. Instead, these models provide a strong foundation for the subsequent evolu-
tion of PBC theories. Early variants of the second-generation models are also
based on political manipulation, however; in this case the principle of deception is
meant to be the information asymmetry of the otherwise rational voters, instead of
their naive attitude to the political system. However, these rational PBC models –
established by Persson and Tabellini (1990) – endorse the Phillips curve and the
governmental activity of manipulating monetary instruments effectively. The lat-
ter condition is highly inaccurate, at least in the developed countries operating
with independent central banks. A real separation from the tradition, thus a clear
breakthrough in the PBC theory was particularly hallmarked by the work of
Rogoff and Sibert (1988) and Rogoff (1990), who reject the Phillips curve and in-
stead, focus on fiscal policy when explaining PBC. In this sense, they applied a
new phrase for the phenomenon, calling it “political budget cycles” for life.3
When specifying political budget cycles, we might use the definition by Benczes
and Kutasi, who identify budget cycles as a regularly recurring periodical fluctua-
tion in governmental fiscal policy induced by elections. Its impact is particularly
perceivable in the magnitude of government deficit and/or state debt, as well as
the structure of state revenues and expenditures (Benczes – Kutasi 2010: 224).
The early millennium brought a new wave of research by Persson and Tabellini
(2003) along with Shi and Svensson (2002a; 2002b) leading up to moral hazard
models founding the third generation of PBC. These models are also based on the
competence of incumbents. According to the moral hazard approach neither elec-
tors nor politicians can directly measure the productivity/competence of incum-
bents, namely their ability to produce public goods without raising taxes (Shi –
Svensson 2003: 70). Incumbents are naturally aware of this phenomenon, there-
fore they generate higher budget deficit financed by excessive borrowing in order
to present themselves more competent (Benczes – Ürögdi 2008: 269).
Opening a new chapter in the PBC research, the approach of Rogoff (1990)
also gave impetus to new empirical investigations.4 We observed that the PBC lit-
erature was becoming more and more sophisticated with time largely since the di-
verse and often contradictory empirical results stimulated researchers to find new










































3 In the following PBC refers to political budget cycles instead of political business cycles.
4 See empirical evidence on political budget cycles inter alia: Ames (1987); Schuknecht (2000);
Block (2002); Brender – Drazen (2003); Andrikopoulos et al. (2004); Alt – Lassen (2006); Mink
– de Haan (2006).
explanations and contexts. The second and third generations showed us that the
politicians’ ability to manipulate depends on the depth of information asymmetry
between incumbents and electors (Benczes – Kutasi 2010: 230). Research results
overall and in general indicated the trend that Rogoff’s model can be verified typi-
cally in less developed and developing economies, whilst the pattern of developed
and industrialized countries showed no political fiscal cycles in connection with
election periods. The reasons for this kind of divergence might from this point be
searched for in institutional factors.
2.3. PBC in old and new democracies (deficit bias and learning by doing)
The institutional reasons for the information asymmetry were investigated inter
alia by Brender and Drazen (2003), who conclude that the underlying factor of the
different empirical results is the quality of democratic institutions. That is, the
more mature and solid operation a democracy has, the smaller the probability of
so-called pork barrel spending (see Drazen – Eslava 2006). Brender and Drazen
(2003) re-examined empirical results on the existence of political budget cycles in
a cross-section of countries. Using a large sample of 107 countries between 1960
and 2002, they found evidence of fiscal cycles in the budget balance, the strength
of which though depends on several factors. Therefore they classified two types of
democracies: the established “old” democracies and the “new” ones. During the
first test, developed OECD economies were analyzed, where Greece, Portugal,
Spain and Turkey received the label new. In the first round of testing, PBC was
confirmed in developed countries both for revenues and expenditures and the
overall budget balance. In the second round of the tests, after excluding the four
new democracies, however, the PBC disappeared, meaning that the new democra-
cies are responsible for the fiscal cycles in the developed economies (Brender –
Drazen 2003: 13).
Afterwards, they considered the sample of both developed and developing
countries as a whole, and here again evidence of PBC was found. When distin-
guishing new from established democracies, the PBC vanished. These results
show that PBC is more characteristic of the less developed new democracies. Fur-
thermore, Brender and Drazen conclude that within the group of new democracies
it is the sample of former socialist economies that drives the coefficient on the ex-
penditures. When these are excluded, the expenditure cycle disappears, though
the fiscal balance cycle remains significant (Brender – Drazen 2003: 14).
An alternative hypothesis is that it is not the length of time a country has been a
democracy but the level of democracy that matters for the existence of a political
fiscal cycle. Namely, PBC might be a phenomenon of countries where democracy
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is relatively weaker as Shi and Svensson (2002b) assumed. However, here again
they found PBC in new democracies is significant, regardless of the level of de-
mocracy. The reason for this might be that the proportion of new democracies in
the group of weak democracies is higher (Brender – Drazen 2003: 16).
For these divergent results, Drazen’s theory (2000) may serve as an explana-
tion, by claiming that in new democracies, voters have less experience with the
operation of democratic institutions, and thus they do not know the rent-seeking
ambitions of policymakers and the forms of political manipulation. Fiscal cycles
thus stem from this lack of knowledge and not from the non-rational behavior of
voters. Consequently, voters in new democracies need some time to become fa-
miliar with and learn political incentives. Thus, after a while voters will punish in-
cumbents for pork barrel spending. According to Drazen, this is the necessary and
inevitable process of “learning-by-doing” in new democracies including the
post-socialist Central and Eastern European economies. These new results seem
to have dissolved the conflict between rational attitude and the empirical evidence
so far (Benczes – Ürögdi 2008: 272).
Fiscal illusion and apparently non-rational voter behavior both derive from the
lack of experience, resulting in information asymmetry. This phenomenon is
more characteristic of the new democracies, though it is disappearing with time.
As for the “time” required, Drazen found that four election cycles are necessary.
That is, voters need approximately 16 years to complete the process of learning-
by-doing (Benczes – Kutasi 2010: 232).
One might summarize empirical results of Brender and Drazen from our point
of view as follows: (1) there is significant PBC in fiscal balances in post-socialist
transition, which is generated by (2) an expenditure’s side cycle. (3) The cycle,
however, gradually disappears as voters learn how democratic institutions oper-
ate. (4) For this learning-by-doing process four election cycles are needed, that is,
after some 16 years PBC is less likely to be found in these countries.
In the next section we are test this hypothesis in the case of Hungary, a post-so-
cialist new democracy since 1990. Twenty-three years and five election cycles
have passed since the regime change. The basic assumption is that around the
1994 and 1998 elections expenditure side fiscal cycle was perceivable, but then it
gradually faded and disappeared by the parliamentary election held in 2006. We
do not take the first, 1990 election into consideration. Since in post-socialist coun-
tries, economic transition occurs simultaneously with political transition, without
either one causing the other, distinguishing PBC from an inherent rise of deficit is
rather limited (Brender – Drazen 2003: 13).










































3. CASE STUDY: HUNGARY
3.1. The transition period and the stabilization: 1990–1998
3.1.1. 1990–1994
At the onset of the transition Hungary was a leading country in reforms, neverthe-
less, transformational recession lasted 4 years – unlike in the Czech Republic or
Poland – and the upswing afterwards remained more moderate (EBRD 1997).
Hungarian growth prospects were largely worsened by a delay in macroeconomic
stabilization. Failing to stabilize consequently caused deterioration in budget bal-
ances. At the onset of transition efficient fiscal policy in theory requires quick re-
action from the government’s side to shocks caused by the crisis and proper re-
duction in state expenditures, as well as tax increase. This, however, was not expe-
rienced in Hungary. Cabinets kept on stalling stabilization programs until the
mid-1990, thus inducing rising budget deficits (IMF 1997a).
Declining output and rising unemployment increased social pressure, which in
turn weakened political will to adjust. Parallel with transformational recession a
severe decline in the number of workplaces and employment rate was seen in the
Hungarian private sector, a consequence of which masses of people were forced
out of the labor market, and then chose early retirement and disability schemes in
order to escape from long-term unemployment. The employment rate for Hungar-
ians between 55 and 59 years old stood at only 26.8 per cent in 1995 (OECD 1997:
79). Thus throughout the 1990s the number of disability pensioners rose from 204
to 425 thousand people, some 10.4 per cent of the labor force (IMF 2000: 14).
Along with an already low official retirement age level, these processes resulted
in middle-aged classes with working ability becoming totally state-dependent.
Thus the total number of benefit recipients of various income support schemes
equaled around 12 per cent of the working-age population in 1990 increased to
some 22 per cent in 1993–1994 (OECD 1997: 103).
The conservative governments between 1990 and 1994 did not deny consump-
tion orientation and in times of significant transitional recession incumbents were
unwilling to curb wide-scale provision of welfare spending (Benczes 2011). After
1989, the first free government of Hungary was characterized rather by an overall
drifting in terms of fiscal policy until the Bokros-package (Kornai 1996). Primary
expenditures increased from 48 per cent of GDP in 1991 to 54 per cent in 1993 and
also showed a nominal cumulated growth of 58 per cent between 1991 and 1993.
As a consequence, primary deficit reached 3.1 per cent of GDP by 1993, whilst the
overall government budget balance equalled –8 per cent (IMF 1997b). The deficit
was largely strengthened by a decline on the revenue side (caused by the large vol-
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ume of tax arrears of enterprises) to which, however, expenditures did not adjust.
By 1994 transfers to households amounted to 20 per cent of GDP, half of which
accounted for pensions (Haggard et al. 2001: 80).
Although state transfers played an outstanding role in alleviating increased
wage inequalities driven by transformation, several factors anticipate that these
benefits – e.g. the indexation method or the replacement rate (OECD 2005b: 50) –
were rather generous. Gál (2008) found discretional state measures around elec-
tions played a significant role in the evolution of pension expenses. Furthermore,
the share of compensation of public employees also reached its first peak in 1994
since 1990, amounting to about 22 per cent of total outlays (Benczes 2008: 175).
To the run-up to the next election to be held in 1994, not only the adjustment
lagged, but also the restructuring process slowed down (Kornai 1996).
3.1.2. 1994–1998
Voters replaced the conservative cabinet in 1994 with a socialist-liberal govern-
ment which faced a massive economic legacy: on the one hand, internal and exter-
nal imbalances, as well as delayed macroeconomic stabilization, and on the other
hand a failed agreement with the IMF on a standby credit facility which led to a
loss of confidence in global markets. A death blow was delivered by the Mexican
crisis, which might also have meant to be an exemplary lesson finally resulting in
a governmental commitment to implement a radical adjustment (Kornai 1996:
588).
All these premises called for the stabilizing package hallmarked by the finance
minister of the time, Lajos Bokros, which was introduced in March 1995. The ad-
justment was asymmetric in the sense it aimed to solve imbalances by decreasing
internal consumption without hurting investments and exports (Kornai 1996:
598). Accordingly, a severe drop in industrial production and an economic reces-
sion could be evaded, and an improvement in both fiscal and current account bal-
ance positions was achieved. On the expenditure side, the stabilization package
resulted in the largest savings in compensation of public employees and social
benefits other than in kind.
The public wage bill declined from 13.8 per cent of GDP in 1994 to 10.8 per
cent by 1996 (European Commission 2012: 153). This can be traced back to the
unilateral restriction of nominal wage increase in public institutions.
As for social expenditures, the earlier universal social eligibilities were signifi-
cantly tightened in 1995 and mainly made a condition of means tests. Although a
large part of the social measures were later repealed by the Constitutional Court,
the share of family benefits in total social security expenditures declined from 13










































per cent in 1992 to 8.5 per cent in 1996 (OECD 1997: 93). Furthermore, the pack-
age sent an important message to the population, especially in terms of social se-
curity outlays. Mr. Bokros emphasized on several occasions that the basic aim
was to change individuals’ perception of the state and demolish taboos, with re-
spect to free public provisions (Benczes 2008: 159).
Thanks to the adjustment, the general government position improved signifi-
cantly (Figure 1). Despite the stabilization and a strengthening economic perfor-
mance from 1997, one experienced growing imbalances again and fiscal laxity
was obvious in the running up to the next elections with deficits peaking in 1998.
The 1998 budget is very much an election-year budget. Subsidies for invest-
ment and agriculture were budgeted to rise substantially, while pensions and pub-
lic-sector wages were set to grow by 22% and 13–16%, respectively, leading to
opposition accusations of vote buying. In January 1998 the government decided
to give Ft 1.5 bn from budget reserves to meet the demands of the healthcare union
for a promised 16% wage increase for 1998, social benefits and comprehensive
regulation of overtime payments (EIU 1998a: 19–20).
Indeed, actual figures show a realization of these proposals. Despite a decline
in unemployment, social expenditures rose in terms of GDP (OECD 2000: 64).
Pension costs escalated by more than 14 per cent at real terms, and despite a disin-
flation trend, drug subsidies also increased strongly (OECD 2000: 69). As a result
of this excess, pharmaceutical subsidies that generally count for 25 per cent of the
health fund’s total expenditures increased to 30 per cent.
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Figure 1. Development of the general government balance, primary balance and
state expenditures in Hungary, 1990–2010 (in per cent of GDP)
Note: years of parliamentary elections are circled.
Source: EBRD 1997; European Commission 2012.
3.1.3. Summary
The early nineties witnessed an increasing focus on welfare spending instead of
stabilization (see Muraközy 2005), leading to a – using Kornai’s phrase – prema-
ture welfare state. This process until 1995 makes it difficult to identify clear PBC
effects from the general trend. Still, in 1994 some fiscal cycle factors were identi-
fied mainly in pensions and drug subsidies. By the elections in 1998, however,
PBC had strengthened in these items due to governmental efforts to win the sup-
port of elderly generations. This seems to be rational from the incumbents’ view-
point when aiming to maximize votes, since – according to the data of the Hungar-
ian Central Statistics Office (n.d.) – more than one-third of those eligible to vote
receive pension benefits of various forms.
3.2. The welfare turnaround and the period of “packages”: 1998–2010
3.2.1. 1998–2002
PBC-elements in the budget of 1998 and also some last-minute attempts of
vote-buying actions5 as of early 1998 failed to have the desired effect (EIU 1998b:
21). Voters seem to have punished the government for the effects of the
Bokros-package, the left-wing coalition was thus replaced by a new conservative
government with the leadership of the Fidesz party. One might divide the 4-year
cycle of the Orbán-cabinet into two periods:6
1. Although the new government also played a role in worsening 1998-budget
outcomes,7 as well as endorsing several election program elements in the
1999-budget – e.g. pension increase by 11 per cent, an increase in governmen-
tal agricultural subsidies by 30 per cent, replacing the need-tested family sup-
port system enacted by the previous government with an across-the-board set
of benefits (EIU 1999a: 22) – what appeared to be fiscal discipline character-
ized the conservative cabinet until 2000 (Benczes 2008: 163). Namely, de-










































5 E.g.: proposal for a 2.5% increase to pensioners retroactive to January 1998; providing HUF 14
bn in support for 600,000 families with an accumulated HUF 15 bn debt for utility and
home-loan payments; increasing subsidies for agricultural building and cropland investment in
April from HUF 11.5 bn to HUF 17 bn.
6 Between 1998 and 2000 economic growth accelerated and exceeded 5 per cent by 2000. How-
ever, from 2001 GDP growth slowed down due to the deceleration of external demand impact-
ing investments in the private sector negatively (OECD 2002: 23).
7 Several one-offs caused budget pressures (EIU 1999a).
spite all these fiscal pressures, increasing tax revenues driven by strengthen-
ing economic growth helped to more than counterbalance the rise in expenses
(Table 1). On the whole, the general government position developed more fa-
vorably in 1999 than in 1998, but still the deficit remained high, in which debt
service also played a notable role (Figure 1).
2. From 2001, however – approaching the 2002 elections, the government’s poll
rating still being low – a U-turn was seen. Despite spending commitments to
meet NATO obligations and EU accession demands, the government pursued
fiscal laxity in different forms:
– Social security benefits paid by the government increased faster than GDP,
because the government increased pensions well above the amount im-
plied by the statutory formula (OECD 2002: 61). Pensioners further re-
ceived a one-off supplementary payment of HUF13 bn (NBH 2003: 21).
– The government also proposed a large increase in family support (EIU
2000b: 24). As a result, Hungarian family benefits in terms of GDP be-
came the third largest among OECD countries in 2003 (OECD 2004: 76).
– Various forms of grants (e.g. interest subsidies, tax breaks, etc.) of the
housing program launched by Fidesz in 2000 were also increased (Farkas
et al. 2004).
– Further funds are also expected to be found for the agriculture sector, on
top of the extra HUF1.5bn already transferred to the agriculture ministry
(EIU 2000b: 23–24).
– The massive increase in public infrastructure spending is recorded partly
in the gross fixed investment row, partly in subsidies and goes partly
off-budget.
– But above all, the largest election cycle element was in particular the
large-scale wage raise for public-sector workers aiming to compensate for
higher than expected inflation and to prevent embarrassing labor protests
in the run-up to the election.
The 2002 election period served as a new experience in forms of pork-barrel
spending. To understand why the strong expansion of public-sector wages and the
massive minimum-wage hike can be evaluated as election cycle measures, one
ought to consider the following factors and circumstances:
1) An average of 800 thousand individuals are employed in the Hungarian public
sector, that is approximately 16 per cent of those eligible to vote, and thus em-
body a politically sensitive group.
2) Throughout the nineties the wage gap between the private and public sector
increased continuously (EIU 1999c: 19). Thus by the millennium wage pres-
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sures peaked in the public sector leading to troubled relations between the
government and the trade unions as well as large-scale demonstrations.8
3) But not only public servants were discontent, as poll results showed that rul-
ing parties were losing support, since a wide range of electors voting for the
government in 1998 did not benefit from the export-driven economic growth.
Social and regional income inequalities remained high, and many pensioners,
farmers and low-income blue-collar workers drew back from the government
(EIU 2000a: 16).
Increasing disaffection strengthened political pressure on the conservative
government and also its reluctance to meet restrictive actions in the second half of
its cycle. Originally in the two-year budget of 2000–2001 the cabinet planned to
cap wage growth at 2.8 per cent and cut staff numbers by 7–8 per cent in the public
sector (EIU 1999c: 19). In the run-up to the 2002 elections, however, the opportu-
nity to recognize the pork-barrel spending from this social pressure might also
have played an important role in the growing laxity of the wage policy affecting
particularly the above-mentioned groups:
– The government instituted a new formula for determining public-sector
wages, which adds one half of real GDP growth to expected inflation,
thanks to which public sector wages increased significantly (OECD 2000:
32). Furthermore, a large-scale wage hike complemented this measure. In
the first round as of July 2001 civil servants and public order officers re-
ceived a rise from 35 to 55 per cent for both groups, afterwards, the latter
group was given a further increase of 15 per cent in early 2002 (OECD
2004: 50).
– The statutory minimum wage was practically doubled in 2001 and 2002.
Consequently, the minimum wage rose by 65 per cent in real terms in two
years. The ratio of the minimum wage to average gross salary jumped to an
extremely high 43 per cent in 2002 – which was in strong contrast with the
previous level of 30 per cent or less that was characteristic after 1995. More-
over, the minimum wage became tax-free in 2002; therefore the revenue
side of the budget also suffered a substantial loss (Benczes 2008: 176).
As a result of all these spending measures, the annual increase in compensation
of employees, social transfers and also gross fixed capital formation accelerated










































8 E.g. an estimated 18,000 public employees demonstrated in front of the Parliament in late
March, demanding that the government lift its freeze on public-sector wages and civil-service
salaries, increase public-sector wages by 16%, and rescind a decision to cut the number of pub-
lic-sector employees by 3% (EIU 1999b: 17).
by 2002 (Table 1). General government deficit deteriorated from 3 per cent of
GDP in 2000 to 4.1 per cent in 2001 and to 9 per cent in 2002. Meanwhile, primary
balance from a surplus of 2.3 per cent of GDP in 2000 fell to a deficit of 4.9 per
cent by 2002 (Figure 1). Albeit some non-PBC one-off expenditure items9 also
played a significant role in the deterioration, an adjustment to these does not
change the overall unfavorable picture of public finances.
3.2.2. 2002–2006
Vote-buying actions proved to be successful as Fidesz made steady gains until
December 2001, when the party took the lead over the HSP (EIU 2002a: 15). Nev-
ertheless, the ruling parties finally lost the elections of 2002 and thus were re-
placed by a socialist-liberal government. In accordance with the election prom-
ises, the new prime minister Péter Medgyessy introduced the comprehensive
package of ‘The first 100 days’ program, as a result of which the government
overall spent some 320 bn Forints (some 2 per cent of GDP) on welfare measures
and wage hikes. It is difficult to assess clearly whether this spending was primar-
ily caused by the tight result of the election or the approaching election in the local
governments in the fall of 2002. Perhaps the intention was to keep election prom-
ises or to make voters forget the Bokros-package. Nevertheless the fact is, despite
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9 E.g. capital injection at the Hungarian Development Bank and consolidation of state railway
(MAV) loans amounting to HUF 180 bn (EIU 2002c: 21).
Table 1
Consolidated general government revenues and expenditures in Hungary, 1999–2002 (ESA-95)
1999 2000 2001 2002 2002
percentage change in per cent
of GDP
TOTAL REVENUES 12.2 16.9 10.3 11.9 43.4
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 7.1 10.8 14.4 22.7 52.6
Current expenditures 13.1 8.7 13.5 16.4 43.2
Government consumption expenditure 12 13.6 15.7 17.8 18.6
of which: final wage expenditure 11.7 12.8 19.9 22.7 11.8
Social security benefits paid 14.1 8.1 17.2 18.4 15.9
Other current transfers paid –13.2 232 –29.6 26.6 1.2
Subsidies 58.2 –12.5 43.2 29.7 3.3
Property income paid 3.8 –12.2 –1.9 –5.2 4.1
Capital expenditures –26.8 29.4 17.5 58.3 8.3
Source: OECD (2004: 51).
typical PBC in theory requiring restrictions after elections, the socialist-liberal
government announced a welfare turnaround in social policy and continued
spending.
First, within the framework of the “First 100 days program” the government
continued wage hikes in the public sector with further significant allocations be-
ing implemented in the case of public and civil servants as well as employees in
the judiciary system (OECD 2004: 50). As a result of all these wage increase mea-
sures, compensation of employees in terms of GDP grew from 10.8 per cent in
2000 to 13.3 per cent in 2003 (European Commission 2012: 153). Consequently,
the Hungarian indicator over-performed both its regional peers and that of devel-
oped western countries (Benczes 2008: 172).
Second, welfare expenditures were also increased. In line with the announced
welfare turnaround the cabinet raised family allowances, in addition, in August
2002, families received the double of their monthly amount of family support pay-
ment to compensate for higher school expenses (EIU 2002b: 22). Furthermore,
pensioners received a HUF 19,000 lump sum payment and a 13th-month pension
was promised. As of January 2003, a pension increase of 8.4 per cent was imple-
mented and a further 2.2 per cent supplement was envisaged in November in line
with expected inflation and net wage developments (Convergence Programme
2004: 20).
As a result of strengthening state paternalism and rising welfare spending in the
first half of the 2000s, social transfers other than transfers in kind increased from
12.8 per cent of GDP in 2000 to 14 per cent by 2004 (European Commission
2012: 157).
The typical PBC cycle of restriction after elections was first perceivable in
2004 when the so-called Draskovics-package – named after the finance minister
at the time – aimed to implement a fiscal austerity of HUF 120 bn (around 0.6 per
cent of GDP), mainly by savings in non-wage expenditures at ministries and state
investments (OECD 2004). Overall, solely a slight improvement can be seen in
actual budget figures (OECD 2005a).
From 2005 on, in the run-up to the elections of 2006, PBC sharpened again. Af-
ter gaining EU-membership as of May 2004, the ruling HSP performed rather
poorly in the European election held in June, which led to internal conflicts within
the coalition and finally ended with the abandonment of the prime minister, who
was otherwise not even a member of either ruling party (EIU 2004a: 14). The new
Gyurcsány-cabinet was highly expected to improve the popularity of the HSP un-
til 2006. In this sense the new cabinet launched ‘The 100-step program’10 in April
2005, focusing especially on low-income groups:










































10 The choice of name served the purpose of reminding voters on the achievements of the ‘ First
100-days program’.
– The program restructured significantly and also simplified the system of
family benefits. On the one hand, benefits became universal, though with
differentiations favoring poorer households. The amount of family allow-
ances doubled and specified groups received increased transfers (Ferge
2006).
– In the pension system the 13th-month pensions were to be completed in 2006
and the program of medium-term adjustment of pensions was to commence
as well. Widow’s pensions were to be increased from 50 to 55 per cent for
those having no pension in their own right (Convergence Programme 2005).
– Along with pensions, pharmaceutical subsidies also played a significant
role in the budget deficit of 2005 (EIU 2005a: 18).
– PBC effects were also perceived in housing grants. On the one hand, the
government aimed to help the needy in acquiring dwellings and also manag-
ing existing debts, yet on the other hand, interest rate subsidies increased
(EIU 2004b: 23). As a result, housing grants reached outstanding annual
growth and exceeded the budgeted level significantly as well (Central Sta-
tistics Office n.d.b).
3.2.3. 2006–2010
As a result of the above-mentioned pork-barrel spending, at the end of 2005 polls
showed that the HSP enjoyed a remarkable turnaround in support in the last quar-
ter of 2005 (EIU 2005a: 7) and indeed it managed to double by winning the elec-
tions held in spring 2006 – the first time a party achieved this since 1990. We are
not analyzing the reasons for the success in deep detail, although it seems welfare
spending in 2002-2003 convinced voters that the party keeps its promises, which
was further enhanced by ‘The 100-step program’ of the Gyurcsány-cabinet. The
worst was yet to come for voters: the second Gyurcsány-cabinet immediately re-
acted to the tragic stance of public finances, by increasing the budget deficit target
from 6.1 per cent to 10.1 per cent and announcing a severe austerity program
called the ‘New Equilibrium Program’. The program, which also included struc-
tural reforms, aimed to realize both revenue increase and expenditure cuts (Con-
vergence Programme 2006). The latter included inter alia: reduced pricing subsi-
dies for household energy and transport; a two-year spending freeze at ministries,
with lay-offs of approximately 15,000 state employees; savings in pharmaceutical
price subsidies (EIU 2006: 17).
Although austerity already affected public finance in 2006, the final general
government balance figures amounting to 9.4 per cent of GDP reached the highest
level since 1990. In addition, in this process several technical factors also played a
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role (see OECD 2007), and PBC sharply stood out, as discussed. Pension expendi-
tures and retail price subsidies strongly exceeded budgeted levels (OECD 2007).
Also, the share of pharmaceutical subsidies in total health expenses peaked in
2006 increasing to around 23 per cent in 2006 from 19 per cent in 2003.
Restrictive fiscal policy continued in 2007, thus positively affecting budget
processes, with general government deficit improving to 5.1 per cent of GDP, and
primary balance almost reaching zero. The strongest positive contributors in the
deficit reduction were higher tax revenues as well as savings in compensation of
employees, government consumption and investments. An important feature of
the Gyurcsány-package was that expenditure cuts did not touch politically sensi-
tive areas like social transfers other than social transfers in kind. Moreover, pen-
sions, family transfers and social benefits rose nominally and with each year of the
adjustment these contributed to a higher deficit (Convergence Programme 2007:
18). Following the consolidation, the government intended to implement some
fiscal laxity in the second half of the cycle that was, however, defeated by the out-
break of the global financial and economic crisis in October 2008. Since Hungary
is deeply integrated in the international financial and economic processes, the
spillover effects of the turbulence immediately became apparent, strengthened by
a high debt ratio and thus a loss of confidence resulting in dramatic deterioration
in the fiscal positions of Hungary. To manage the drying-up of financial resources
the government agreed with international institutions on a rescue package of EUR
20 bn. Conditions of the credit facility as well as economic downturn11 envisaged
further fiscal tightening. Accordingly, October 2008 and early 2009 saw further
adjustment measures already affecting social welfare systems (EIU 2008: 12).
In March 2009, however, the prime minister unexpectedly announced his res-
ignation. His successor, Gordon Bajnai was a technocrat, who aimed to stabilize
public finances, and thus continued austerity of around HUF 1,300 bn (some 5 per
cent of GDP) in 2009–2010 by curbing social spending significantly(EIU 2009a:
13).12 As a result of these processes, the general government balance prior to the
2010 elections remained disciplined around a deficit of 4 per cent in 2008–2010
and the primary balance gained a slight surplus in 2008–2009 despite a massive
recession in 2009 (Figure 1).
As a result of these developments, there was absolutely no chance for the gov-
ernment to run budget cycles in the run-up to the 2010 parliamentary elections.
First, the crisis clearly eroded every intention for this and unlike other European
countries the Hungarian incumbents did not even have the opportunity to counter-










































11 2009 saw a real GDP drop of 6.8 per cent.
12 Cancelling the 13th month pension and wage in the public sector, increasing the official retire-
ment age, delaying the pension correction scheme, freezing public sector wages, significantly
cutting social expenditures, housing grants and price subsidies.
balance the negative crisis effects by running expansive fiscal policy due to the
above-mentioned factors. Second, Prime Minister Bajnai was a reformist politi-
cian, who was not member of the HSP, and announced several times his intention
to resign if he did not receive the party’s support for the budgetary measures.
Third, the fiscal rules implemented in 2008 were also against a PBC. Conse-
quently, support for HSP tumbled into the deep and saw historical lows (EIU
2009b: 10). According to polls, voters definitely punished the party for the auster-
ity in the 2010 elections and replaced it with the Fidesz party, giving it a two-
thirds majority in the Parliament.
3.2.4. Summary
Fiscal cycles have strengthened from the millennium: in the election period of
2002 extensive pork barrel spending was seen focusing on public sector workers,
pensioners as well as families etc. That was further enhanced by an atypical in-
verse PBC of the early Medgyessy-cabinet. In the run-up to the elections of 2006
the socialist-liberal government targeted low-income classes, families with chil-
dren and again pensioners. PBC is further strengthened by the immediate austerity
announced after elections. Prior to the last election, 2010 no PBC was seen, how-
ever, underlying reasons for this are various.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper is aimed at investigating whether the phenomenon of political budget
cycles (PBC) played a role in the unfavorable evolution of fiscal balances in Hun-
gary between 1990 and 2010. According to much cited studies of Brender and
Drazen (2003), cyclical fluctuations in state expenditures around parliamentary
elections are perceivable in the less developed and less experienced new democra-
cies, such as the post-socialist transition economies in Central and Eastern Eu-
rope. However, empirical studies have found that PBC is also disappearing from
new democracies after about four election periods. In this sense the pattern of
Hungary was tested for the period of 1990-2010 including five election cycles. By
analyzing state expenditures, we have shown that the Hungarian pattern only par-
tially confirms the implications of the theory. Our main results are the following:
1. On the one hand, as anticipated, significant political budget cycles were found
in both the overall budget balance and the state expenditures in Hungary. Prior
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to elections incumbents tended to increase state expenditures and restrict it af-
terwards.
2. However, unlike what Brender and Drazen found in 2003, PBC did not vanish
over time in the Hungarian pattern. Moreover, fiscal cycles continuously
strengthened in the 2000s and were the strongest in the parliamentary election
years of 2002 and 2006.
3. The most typical form of the fiscal cycles in Hungary proved to be social
transfers to households including old-age benefits, family support or price
subsidies, and public sector wages subject to PBC.
4. Although no PBC was found in the last election cycle of 2010, we also dis-
cussed that this pattern is not really testable due to both economic (crisis ef-
fects from 2008) and political (turbulence and a technocratic government in
2009–2010) reasons.
5. On the whole, one might claim that political budget cycles are more than alive
in the new democracy of Hungary – even four election cycles after the change
of regime – thus playing an important role in the generally high and cyclical
evolution of budget deficit.
By testing Hungary on political budget cycles and showing that in the gener-
ally unfavorable position of public finances, fiscal cycles played a significant role,
and new research questions arise – namely, whether the Hungarian pattern is
unique and other new democracies in the region follow the model of Brender and
Drazen, or not. In the case of diverging empirical results what are the underlying
reasons? We are presuming that institutional factors do have an effect on political
manipulation. Answering these questions, however, requires further detailed in-
vestigation due to the limited framework of the current paper.
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